
ABOUT EMTEC ®

Emtec is the right size provider 
of technology-empowered 
business solutions for world-class 
organizations. Our local offices, 
highly-skilled associates, and 
global delivery capabilities ensure 
the accessibility and scale to 
align your technology solutions 
with your business needs. Our 
collective focus is to continue to 
build clients for life: long-term 
enterprise relationships that 
deliver rapid, meaningful, and 
lasting business value.

APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT & 
MANAGED SERVICES

Emtec’s ADMS practice offers the 
best of both worlds – the intimacy 
of a local service provider and 
maturity & scale of global delivery 
organizations using the 4S 
approach: the onSite, onShore, 
offShore, or eShore, an ideal 
combination that delivers value.

•	 Custom	Application	
Development

•	 Quality	Assurance	and	Testing

•	 Application	Management	
Services

•	 Project	Resourcing	Services

FIRM PROFILE

A manufacturer of security appliances was looking to branch out 

into the internet security space, and selected Emtec to develop 

critical components of their software for a new product line.

 
THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE

This security appliance manufacturer saw that 

traditional gateway defenses were proving to  

be inadequate against a variety of malware, 

leaving many corporate networks exposed. To 

combat this issue, they began development of 

a new product line of security appliances that 

would enable secure web traffic for companies 

of all sizes. They called upon the expertise of 

Emtec to help.

THE SOLUTION

Emtec created a highly scalable, server-side 

software solution to crawl, analyze and  

pre-compute threat ratings for URLs. This 

critical piece of infrastructure is deployed at a 

client’s data center and communicates with the 

threat database maintained by the manufac-

turer. The crawler takes URL feeds as input, 

crawls the actual web site, analyzes the con-

tent, and generates threat ratings. The crawler 

infrastructure is designed to be flexible and 

scalable, allowing for highly granular, policy-

based configuration at both at the domain level 

as well as the individual URL level.

The URL analysis and threat computations are 

implemented in the form of plug-ins, each  

designed to analyze a specialized type of 

exploit. 

In addition, the plugins can be dynamically 

loaded into the crawler at run time. As a result,  

 

 

adding support for newer threats only requires  

development of an additional plug-in, with no 

changes to the core system. The crawler is 

also architected to allow for URL feeds in  

various formats, so adding support for  

additional URL feeds involves writing a  

simple program that converts the feed to a  

standardized intermediate format.

To support the sheer amount of URLs to be 

crawled, a distributed system including a dis-

tributed database as well as a distributed  

execution engine, was employed which  

enables near linear scalability with the client’s 

hardware. Sophisticated monitoring and  

administration capabilities were also provided 

to help the data center administrator manage a 

production system. The solution was  

developed by the Emtec team utilizing Python 

and MySQL running on FreeBSD.

The full solution that our client brought to 

market is comprised of a security appliance 

deployed onsite at a client, and software 

infrastructure deployed at the manufacturer’s  

datacenter maintaining a massive database of 

pre-computed threat ratings for URLs. 
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Participating in the 

development of a high 

performance, scalable  

security solution helped 

our client to bring a 

full featured security 

appliance quickly to 

market.
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RESULTS

Emtec successfully designed and developed a high performance security solution for integration 

into a line of security appliance products. With its flexible and scalable architecture, the software 

allows the addition of future features, giving the products a longer lifecycle as well as an ability 

to support countless devices. Our partnership with this security appliance manufacturer has 

produced a unique outbound threat monitoring system with comprehensive management and 

reporting capabilities that has extended web security beyond the traditional proxy and URL 

filtering preventing spyware from ever entering the network.
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